
Jeff Richardson, Consultant 
Show prospects how to reach their goals. 

 
 
 
Who is Consultant Jeff Richardson?  
Jeff creates programs from scratch that build trust. He designs custom events that bring entire 
teams together to accomplish a goal. He drills down to the buried issues that few people like to 
talk about and delivers safe outcomes, and he is fantastic at removing the cultural stumbling 
blocks in teams with a mix of cultures.  

 

The Challenge  
Jeff’s plan was to generate new business with the goal of acquiring one new client per quarter. 
His offering was well-honed. Dozens of multinational corporations had engaged Jeff for off-site 
events, workshops, and custom organizational development processes, yet the sales process 
brought Jeff some disappointing surprises.  

He had a great network of buyers, but the main sales objection he encountered boiled down 
to this: “We can’t talk to you until we’re more certain about our own goals.” 

Jeff knows that this sales objection is an opportunity to talk about the goals set by leadership, 
and he also knows that most goals set by leadership are highly aggressive. The term Jeff uses is, 
“leadership’s overly ambitious expectations”.  

With overly ambitious expectations, the unintended result is teams often feel overwhelmed, 
over-aggressive goals feel impossible to accomplish. Team morale suffers, which becomes a 
huge drag on performance.  

As an outsider with little trust established, Jeff needed a way to engage his prospects in a 
conversation about goals. He was missing a way to pull them in and give them insights about: 

● Why overly ambitious expectations exist in the first place. 

● Why this leads to people feeling demotivated. 

● Why Directors, VPs, and Managers are expected to deal with these issues in a vacuum.   
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Solution   

Jeff worked with Ink Stain, first, to complete a Knowledge Audit, which helped uncover and 
organize critical knowledge about his buyers’ goal process. That led to the creation of a customer 
conversation audit designed to inspire a way to make overly ambitious goals clearer for every 
stakeholder. Jeff and I built his own audit, to show his buyers the gaps that live between their 
leadership goals and the teams’ belief that they can deliver.. 
 
Ink Stain helped build a 3-step plan: 

First, a sales conversation script that first explained why they were in the situation (the 
pain) they were in. Jeff used his sales conversation script to introduce his Goal Audit to 
new buyers. This became a low-pressure way to diagnose just where clarity was lacking 
in the goal process. 
 
Second, a Client Goal Audit for Jeff’s customers based loosely on the Ink Stain 
Knowledge Audit he had just completed for his own sales offering, which enabled him to 
build immediate trust with his prospects. He could now show how to get the clarity that 
was missing from the larger, leadership goal.  

 
Conversation touch points that would:  

● Demonstrate that Jeff can make the gaps between leadership goals and their 
execution, visible. 

● Show it was possible to build a new consensus through new conversations  
with everybody from the executives to the stakeholders.  

● Clarify expectations to get the buy-in of the team. 

● Contain the danger of unwritten assumptions that come with unclear goals. 
 
With the new Goal Audit, buyer conversations led to emotional breakthroughs. VPs, managers, 
and directors now had a way to feel confident in their ability to reach a leadership goal that had 
felt, at one time, truly impossible to accomplish. The Goal Audit showed Jeff’s prospects how to 
identify the gaps and how to bring about a new consensus. Ultimately, higher morale was the 
outcome for the teams. When people feel as if something is possible again, creativity flows. 
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“What I love about 
working with Joseph is 

he gave my consultancy 
a process to engage my 

clients based on what 
they care about most.” 

 

 
 
 

Results from the knowledge audit process 

The Knowledge Audit helped uncover how to answer the largest sales objection Jeff faced, and 
organized his knowledge in a way that allowed him to educate his buyers, build trust quickly, and 
become an invaluable source for goal alignment for his customers. Within months of completing 
the Goal Audit and Sales Script, Jeff landed a full-time position at Tata Consulting in Silicon 
Valley, who were so impressed with his skills, that they created a position for him as a workshop 
lead and design thinking manager. 

Three Ink Stain products were implemented to achieve Jeff’s success:  

● Knowledge Audit — To discover and organize Jeff’s knowledge and insights to drive the 
organizational change needed for buyers to value Jeff’s offering. 

● Client Goal Audit — An audit designed for his own audience to show them how to make 
leadership goals feel possible and make them actionable.  

● Sales Script — A 12-point sales conversation script designed to show buyers unbiased 
truths about their own predicament. 

 
 
 

Let’s have a conversation about how you can increase revenue and close more business.  
Have a no pressure conversation with me at 415.990.4910, or email me at Joseph@inkstaininc.com  
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